
Winter Progress
Spring is not even here and yet Sunrise Haven is bright and blossoming. A tree during winter may 
look inactive, yet we learn that there is great activity within the tree, not only preparing it for its spring 
budding, but also in its protection for creatures cuddling amongst its roots and protective spaces. 
Sunrise Haven has been very active this winter in caring for a flow of patients finding loving care and 
spiritual uplift.

Within the tree, the winter activity results in a new growth ring in addition to the buds and fruit that 
emerge. We call that progress. Similarly, Sunrise Haven undergoes growth and progress through 
continuous change. Mary Baker Eddy writes in Science and Health page 233 “…progress is the law 
of God, whose law demands of us only what we can certainly fulfil.” This demand for progress is 
demonstration of health and the ever-growing understanding of the source of the loving care that is 
Christian Science nursing, reflecting Truth and Love. It comes to patients, Christian Science nurses, 
staff, volunteers and all associated with Sunrise Haven through desire to know good, God. It is seen 
in collaboration, unity of direction to care for humanity and in the Science that impels progress. The 
loving care and spiritual uplift come through our Christian Science nurses whose smiles and dedication 
blossom from their strength in Love.

Sunrise Haven has open doors around the seasons for those who are seeking the kind of care that is 
only available through Christian Science nursing as provided in accord with the Manual of the Mother 
Church. Let progress rule.

George Gregory
Sunrise Haven Trustee President

For a message from our 
Director, please turn over.



As George mentioned, we are constantly building and improving as an organization, nourishing the 
roots of who we are and what we do for one another as sincere Christian Scientists. At Sunrise Haven, 
this is evident in our growing training program. In late February, we welcome back a student moving 
forward with their level 3 classroom curriculum and anticipate sending a student to camp, with a 
mentor, this summer. 

We are closer to scheduling contractors for our main kitchen project and eagerly await the day when 
we can invite the community to tour our new space. 

Your contributions during our November and December Matching Opportunity were bountiful and  
we look forward to utilizing that love from community in projects that nurture and support our  
Christian Science nurses and staff. 

Most importantly, our doors remain readily open for you either for Rest and Study, Christian Science 
nursing care, or as a volunteer.  Our operations are uninterrupted by capital improvements, our quality 
of care is consistent, and our way forward is strong. We are doing well and are here for you as nearby 
comfort, however you need us.  

Lovingly, 
Emma Flavin

From our Executive Director

To all current and  
prospective volunteers:  

As the weather warms, we would love your 
help with planning and planting spring flowers for 

our outdoor pots. If you have a knack for gardening 
and this interests you, please reach out to  

Mary Collins, our Business Manager,  
for details. 



Sunrise Haven Financial Report Feb 2023

As I came into the Treasurer position last year, I began searching 
for the meaning behind the numbers. One of the meaningful  
metrics that has stood out to me is this: In every year of the last  
three that I’ve been a Trustee, more than half of our income  
has been directly from Christian Science nursing activities.  
Sunrise Haven’s faithful commitment to our mission is worthy  
of hire. Generous donations and grants from individuals, churches,  
and other organizations have supplied the rest, and this combination  
enables us to charge a reasonable amount for our Christian Science nursing  
services without sacrificing the well-being of our staff or the quality of our 
 care. Funds from the National Fund for Christian Science Nursing or Sunrise Haven’s  
own benevolence account are able to support everyone in affording the care they need  
while relying on Christian Science for healing. 

Sunrise Haven is demonstrating its foundation on the rock of Christ in infinite spiritual supply. Although 
2022 was a rough and tumble year for Wall Street, our supplies were abundant enough to provide the 
usual 3% Cost of Living Adjustments to every employee, plus a one-time cash COLA bonus. The extra 
COLA was based on the number of hours worked by each employee to make it equitable and impactful, 
and was funded by the cumulative earnings of our investments over the last three years. We were moved 
to do this as we observed inflation and housing prices rising so unusually in 2021 and 2022, and we were 
able to share this supply without touching the original amounts invested. This move supports the top 
priority of our Strategic Plan, “Valuing our Christian Science nurses and staff” and continues to be funded 
by a special donation given in 2020. We are certainly rejoicing in the affluence of our God!

We are so deeply grateful to offer this haven in the service of Christ’s healing purpose. We enter this 
new year with hearts committed to our mission: Christian Science nursing inspiring, loving, and healing 
humanity.

Rachel Schutz 
Board of Trustees, Treasurer
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Statement of Activities
(in Millions)

Support and Revenue 2022
(in Percentages)

2020 2021 2022
■ Expenses            ■ Operating Income           ■ Non-operating Income

Operating Income: Revenue from Christian Science Nursing Services
Non-operating Income: Revenue from contributions, grants, and 
investment earnings

■  CS Nursing Services 52%
■  Churches 24%
■  Grants 18%
■  Individuals 6%
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Our vision:
Humanity 

loved, blessed, healed

Our mission: 
Christian Science nursing 

inspiring, loving and healing 
humanity 

Services: 
•  24-hour nursing care, including 

inpatient, outpatient, and relief care
• Consultation by phone or in-home
• Equipment rental
• Rest and study

Sunrise Haven
24423 100th Ave. SE
Kent, WA 98030
253-813-2096
253-813-2595 (fax)
800-641-1718

www.sunrisehaven.org 
!  $

Visiting Us: Bring a friend; 
we’d love to give you a tour. 
Do call ahead though, so we 
can be sure a staff member is 
available to show you around. 

Executive Director
Emma Flavin 
executivedirector@sunrisehaven.org

Director of Christian Science Nursing
Jennifer Scott 
csnursingdept@sunrisehaven.org

George Gregory, CS 
(President)
Kristin Jamerson,  
(Vice President)
Rachel Schutz, CS 
(Treasurer)

Marsha Rockabrand 
(Secretary)
Cindy Zwick, CS
Madeleine Wiley
Beverly Smith
Trinka Wasik, CS

Board of Trustees

“…progress is the law of God, whose law demands 
of us only what we can certainly fulfil.”  

Science and Health page 233 

Let progress rule.


